
Sticks and Tissue No 43 – June 2010
I’d like to thank all the contributors, without whom this newsletter would not be possible.

If you can contribute any articles, wish to make your point of view known etc please send to or 
phone 01202 625825       JamesIParry@talktalk.net     

Thanks to Mark Venter back issues are available for download from   http://www.cmac.net.nz/

Writings and opinions expressed are the opinion of the writer but not necessarily the 
compiler/publisher of Sticks and Tissue. The content does not follow any logical order or set out, 
it’s “as I receive and put in”.

Mervyn Tilbury’s large S4 at Cocklebarrow 20 June 2010, ‘spose I called have stood a bit nearer 
to get a close up.
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Semilena from January 1953  Model Aircraft

An attractive semi-scale flying boat for the Mills 1.3  By A. Payne

The name Semilina came to mind after building 
this semi-scale flying boat based on the PBY-5 
Catalina. The original " Cat " was, of course, 
twin-engined, but a single-engined variation was
decided upon for simplicity of building and 
flying.
Construction
Start by pinning down the dorsal stringer over 
the plan view. Note that it runs rearwards from 
former 4. Build up the formers and cement them 
in place on the backbone, inverted, of course. 

Formers 2 and 3 must be pinned in position over the plan. Cement in the 1/4 in. sq. side and 
1/8in. sq. top stringers and then the keel. Note that this is in two overlapped sections and ends at 
former 9. When the cement has really set, remove the hull from the board and add former No. 1. 
Cabin walls and floor are from 1/16 in. sheet while the front turret was made from a table-tennis 
ball, and is used to contain lead shot for trimming.
Pylon
Cut out the pylon formers and cement them over the appropriate fuselage formers, adding the 
carved balsa end pieces. The wing platform is made from 1/8 in. sheet and the whole unit is 
tissue-covered.
Tail
The fin is built up on to the fuselage and the 1/8in sheet platform cemented on top
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The tailplane is quite straightforward and its centre-section is sheeted with 1/8 in. balsa. The fin 
top is a separate unit held on with wire hooks and rubber bands. The tailplane itself is secured by 
bands around dowels cemented through the lower fin.
The top of the hull is now covered in small sections with 1/32 in. sheet, down to the side 
stringers, except forward of the cabin where 1/16 in. is used. Glaze the cabin with sheet celluloid. 
The underside of the hull is tissue-covered and the section from the nose to the first step is also 
covered with silk or bandage doped on, for additional strength. 12 in. of half-round dural is 
screwed to the keel from the nose-block to the front step, as a skid.
Wing
The centre-section is built flat on the plan, and then cut and dihedralled before fitting the engine 
bearers and sheeting. Pin down the trailing edge and add ribs, spars and leading edge. Cut for 
dihedral and fit the bracers. Cement 3/8 in. 
sq. engine bearers very firmly in place, 
noting that they protrude ahead of the 
engine lugs in order that the cowling can 
be screwed to them. 1/16 in. sheet is 
installed as indicated and the unit is 
tissued-covered and firmly cemented to 
the pylon.
The wing panels are built in the orthodox 
way and attached to the centre-section by 
silk or bandage hinges on the underside so 
that they fold downwards. They are held in the flying position by rubber bands stretched between 
hooks on the upper surface. Wing tip floats are carved from soft balsa and cemented in place after 
completion of the wings.
Engine Cowling
The radial type cowling on the prototype was a cut-down radio coil can screwed to the engine 
bearers. The streamline fairing behind the engine was made from layers of tissue doped on to a 
waxed balsa former until about 1/32 in. thickness was built up. When dry, it is slit at the side, 
removed and trimmed to fit the wing. Mount the engine inverted as shown, noting slight right and 
down thrust.

PHIL  SMITH by Mike Cummings

When Phil passed away in the early hours of Sunday 23rd May aeromodelling lost one of its most 
famous and kind personalities, and also one of the more prolific commercial designers.  Many 
readers of this newsletter are of course very familiar with the range of model aircraft designs that 
he produced for VERON, but he was also responsible for the Model Boat designs featured in the 
VERON Catalogues.  Designs like the MARLIN, RAF LAUNCH, HUNTSMAN etc. Were very 
popular from the 1950s through to the 1980s and are still sought after by enthusiasts.
Design and construction techniques were similar to aircraft incorporating balsa and ply materials. 
The  photograph  below  shows  Phil  at  Poole  Park  Lake  in  September  2007  examining  two 
VERONICA yachts: one is the 1960 prototype, the other, my own, (purchased second-hand thirty 
years ago). Incidentally,  I believe that VERONICA was the name of a family member of the 
owners of VERON.
Many may well feel that possibly Phil did not receive the appreciation or financial reward that he 
deserved from the company.  PHIL WAS VERON.  We will all miss him in coming years but his  
designs live on!
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Ted Martin 

The last conversation I had with Phil Smith a few days before he passed away concerned AMCO 
engines and Ted Martin.  Ted passed away in May and his funeral was the same afternoon as 
Phil’s.
Ted Martin designed and ran AMCO before leaving to be a car engine designer in USA, General 
Motors?, following which he returned to UK to build racing engines.  

John Laycock ,  Sydney Australia

Thanks for sending me copies of S&T. I now feel I must try to make some input, so please 
consider the attached info on a possible new control line material. I found it while looking for 
coated wire in Kmart. Please edit as needed.
This is Air Strike braded fishing line. No it is not your average fishing line. Air Strike seems 
about the same strength as steel wire, but it does NOT kink nor stretch.. I am just returning to 
control line so have only flown a 1.5 cc trainer model on 20 lb (0.007 in) line. Line length has 
been up to 55 ft and lap times down to 6 sec. The model has no engine offsett. Perhaps this is 
because of the low weight and drag of the Air Strike lines? I have not detected any stretch in the 
lines. The real test would be the control feel from large stunter.
Air Strike line ranges from 8 lb line (0.004 in). to 80 lb ( 0.015 in) 
I am very interested to hear what more experienced fliers think of Air Strike line.. 
Australian Supplier website: www.rovex.com.au. 
Europe - United Kindom Masterline Walker Limited
Severn Drive Tewkesbury Business Park Tewkesbury Gloucestershire GL20 8SF United 
Kingdom
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Email: sales@masterline.co.uk
Phone: +44 0 1684 299 000
Website: www.masterline.co.uk
 
Rovex Air Strike Braid
Air Strike Braid is a recent release from Rovex. It utilises the latest in braid manufacturing 
technology, creating a high-performance line that offers incredible sensitivity and quick hook-
sets. Air Strike Braid is made to be round, rather than flat, for smoother casting while still 
offering near-zero stretch and easy handling. It's made from 100% Dyneema fibres for the best 
possible strength to diameter ratio and has been tested to handle all saltwater and freshwater 
fishing scenarios. Air Strike Braid is Dark Green; the 150yd spools are available in six lines 
classes from 8lb to 50lb; the 300yd spools cover seven line classes from 8lb to 50lb. 

• 32155     Air Strike 150yd Braid Dark Green 8lb 0.10mm 
• 32156     Air Strike 150yd Braid Dark Green 10lb 0.12mm 
• 32157     Air Strike 150yd Braid Dark Green 15lb 0.16mm 
• 32158     Air Strike 150yd Braid Dark Green 20lb 0.18mm 
• 32159     Air Strike 150yd Braid Dark Green 30lb 0.23mm 
• 32160     Air Strike 150yd Braid Dark Green 50lb 0.34mm 
• 32161     Air Strike 300yd Braid Dark Green 8lb 0.10mm 
• 32162     Air Strike 300yd Braid Dark Green 10lb 0.12mm 
• 32163     Air Strike 300yd Braid Dark Green 15lb 0.16mm 
• 32164     Air Strike 300yd Braid Dark Green 20lb 0.18mm 
• 32165     Air Strike 300yd Braid Dark Green 30lb 0.23mm 
• 32166     Air Strike 300yd Braid Dark Green 50lb 0.34mm 
• 32167     Air Strike 300yd Braid Dark Green 80lb 0.38mm 

Planet budget 2.4GHz radio gear, a technical overview by Alan Holmes

I borrowed one of these budget systems from Tony 
Tomlin to carry out some technical tests and see how it 
performs compared with more expensive systems such 
as Futaba and Spektrum. I know some people have 
used these as full range systems and wanted to see 
whether this was a sensible idea.

Looking at the Tx it is nicely presented with a simple 
LCD screen that displays the voltage of the dry 
batteries. It has servo reversing but is a basic non 
computer radio. The sticks have quite a nice feel to 
them. It has 5 channels, the fifth being a slowed down 
switch operated channel for a retracting U/C. Looking 
at the Rx this is very small and light with a single 
antenna emerging directly from the case.

Now for the technical stuff. I checked the Tx O/P on 
my 2.4GHz field strength meter and would judge the 
output to be about 10mW compared with around 
100mW for Futaba or Spektrum. These systems were 
originally marketed as frequency hopping but this 
claim disappeared after a while. Looking at the 
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spectrum reveals that at switch on two frequencies are randomly selected and data is alternately 
sent on each frequency (a bit like Spektrum). Looking in the time domain on a 2.4GHz AM 
demodulator I could see that data packets last about 5ms and are sent every 20mS (alternating 
between frequencies), this is much slower than Futaba or Spektrum and similar to 35MHz PPM 
gear.

Plus points:- 
Cheap but quite well built.
Small and light Rx.
Uses two frequencies.

Minus points:-
Low Tx power O/P.
Rx only has a single antenna so no space diversity.
Single antenna emerges directly from the Rx case so some care will be needed in positioning the 
Rx to keep the antenna away from servo cables etc
I would say that this is a good value basic system ideal for indoor or park fly size models and 
boats. Perkins market this as a limited range system and I think that this is how it should be used.

Re aging of motors outside. Steve Ralph. Devonport Tasmania

Doesn't explain why motors run better but the following may interest you. 
Back in the early 1970's I wanted to purchase an Advance Lathe, made by I think Alfred Stewart 
in Melbourne Australia. When ordering I was told that they had just done a run of castings and 
the lathes would be ready in about 6 to 12 months. 
When I asked why so long, I was told that they sat outside the plant for at least 6 moths and then 
were tested for Distortion and hardness and depending on result could be left for a longer period 
before use. 
Later I discovered from discussion with model engineers that by leaving for a long time allowed 
casting stresses (Cast Iron)  to come out and the machine when made is more stable and also as it 
ages it was thought (by Model Engineer) to become harder. Not sure why they were left outside 
to get rusty before machining. 
I eventually received and still have said Lathe, a cantilever bed type about the same size as 
Myford 7 but only suitable for lighter work. I don't use much these days but did build a helicopter 
from US Radio Control Modeler not long after purchase. Have made a lot of Prop nuts and 
Exhaust fittings over the years. 
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Cassandra “A sleek and well tried A-2 glider by 
G A Gooding from April 1954 Model Aircraft

CASSANDRA I was designed and built in 1952,
with the object of producing an A/2 that combined 
good looks with a good performance. After 
considering various Continental and English trends 
in Nordic design, this layout seemed to be ideal in 
every respect. Its first comp flight was in the first 
A/2 Eliminator when it recorded 4.10 O.O.S. and 
unfortunately was not recovered in time to complete 

its other two flights. At the next comp. it aggregated 8.38 for two flights, both comps taking place 
in windy conditions. The model was finally lost a fortnight later. Cassandra II was built 
identically with Mk. I and performs equally as well.
Commence the fuselage by scarf-jointing the four longerons as shown on plan, not forgetting to 
pre-cement. Build two basic sides over plan first, and join with formers F1, F2 at nose. Complete 
fuselage with cross-struts. Add pylon formers F3, F4 and F5, and sheet the cabin. Next fit tow 
hooks and auto-rudder arms. Sheet entire fuselage with 1/16 in. sheet, except one upper side in 
front of cabin. This will leave the weight box accessible for rough trim adjust-merit before 
completion. Add under-fin, auto-rudder and F6. Sheet the upper fin with 1/16 in. sheet, grain 
vertically. The wing L.E. is made by cementing a 3/16in x 1/16in. strip-to 3/16 in. sq. join L.E. 
and 3/16 in. sq. spar as shown, over the plan. This ensures accurate dihedral and strong joints. Do 
not forget to join L.E. and spars in opposite directions as shown. Pin L.E. and T.E. down on plan. 
The T.E. should be packed up 3/32 in. at the front. The four centre-section ribs should be pinned 
together and drilled for the paper tubes. This ensures accurate alignment. Add ribs and paper 
tubes to inner panel. Lift from plan and add 1/8 in x 1/4in under-spar. When set, pin tip L.E. 
firmly on to plan and support inner panel by a tin or block. The underside of the T.E. is packed 
3/32 in. at the dihedral break but is pinned flat at the tip. Trim tip ribs by cutting down from front 
spar. Add sheet tips. When set, lift from plan, add tip rear spar and sheet entire L.E. with –1/16in. 
sheet on top up to 3/16in. spar. Sheet centre section with – 1/16 in. sheet top and bottom.
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The tailplane is built as a normal tail, flat on the plan. Lay out the complete outline flat, then add 
ribs and spar. Finally sheet centre-section, and leading edge from centre up to anhedral breaks. 
Cut off the tips and re-cement at the correct angle. Finish by sheeting tip L.E.
At this point assemble the model and ascertain the amount of weight needed to balance. If this is 
cast solid it will save a good deal of space in the weight box. Some space will be needed for final 
adjustment. Add weight and finish nose sheeting. Add nose-block and cabin windscreen.
Cover wings and fuselage with heavy-weight Modelspan. The fuselage can be finished to taste. 
The original was given two coats of filler and two coats of black dope, which was sanded 
between each coat and finally polished. In any case do not neglect to tissue the fuselage as it 
considerably strengthens it. Give wings two coats of dope and finish with Aerolac. Yellow 
centre-panels with red tips is a good colour scheme. The tailplane can be covered with 
lightweight Modelspan and given two coats of dope. Finished with Aerolac this makes a good 
surface which is unaffected by damp conditions.
The D.T. is the normal " pop-up " type. The hinge is a square U-shaped piece of wire with a strip 
of thin tin wound round the bottom to form a tube. The tube is recessed and well cemented to the 
fairing on the front of the tailplane platform. The two arms of the "U" are a close fit into metal 
tubes let into the under-sheeting on the tailplane. This allows the tail to swing up and down freely 
but not from side to side. A hook fitted to the L.E. and a rubber band will ensure positive action 
whilst cotton stays on the T.E. will limit the amount of "up." About 35 deg. is correct. A rubber 
band over the two hooks at the back and a good fuse complete the D.T.
The model is trimmed to fly in left-hand circles. No trouble will be found in towing up provided 
the model is accurately built and the c.g. is where shown. With careful use and selection of wood 
the minimum weight of 14 1/2 oz. can easily be managed and you will find it an extremely tough 
model to prang.

From Bob Pickernell

Following on from your article about peeing on pist on engines (sorry,I couldn't resist!):- 
About ten years ago I bought a Russian repro Elfin 149 ABC. It was incredibly cheap, under 30 
quid as I recall. I lost no time in fitting it to the test stand when it arrived. I flicked it over until 
my fingers swelled and my arm nearly fell out of its socket, not a titter! The management had no 
sympathy( At your age you should know you get what you pay for,dear Etc.!) In the end I left it 
on the stand,went for a cup of tea and didn't go back. 
  About a month later I needed the stand for something else so dug it out of the rather damp shed 
and found the Elfin still attached. Have you ever noticed that if you hand a modeller an engine 
pretty well the first thing most of us do is flick it over?  This is just what I did. One quick flick 
from cold, unprimed, staleish fuel and the blessed thing started and ran like a Swiss watch. It has 
been as good as gold ever since. 
   I told this story down the pub where my fellow fliers meet for an occasional lunch and one of 
our number told me he had had exactly the same experience with the same type of  motor from 
the same source. I can't explain it, but it happens!  
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Dongus from February 1961 Aeromodeller

THE NEAR DOMINATION by numbers of "wing" type combat models is in itself a challenge to 
design talent. Add to that the many years of control-line experience of Americans Don Pinckert 

and Gus Johnson and what should come up but a model with a 
tailplane!
This is no ordinary model. It screeches around behind a fast Fox 
201, Veco or ETA 19 and is popularly known locally as the Razor 
Blade Eater or anti-oil-burner. Tough, with built-in fail-safe 
features and a degree of manoeuvrability at high speed that 
matches the tail-less birds, Dongus is a type that many are looking 
for, and we expect to see loads of them at the Nationals. The 
simplicity of construction permits quick replacement - though, in 
actual fact, it bounces off most prangs with impunity. It depends 
on the individual building it, of course, as to how tough the 
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Dongus becomes. Silk, Nylon or Terylene covering make for extra strength and the structure 
permits plenty of dope without warps.
Standard average speed of Dongus prototypes using K-K Methanex 30 per cent. Nitro and 
Standard 3 per cent. mixed in equal parts, is 86 m.p.h., which is faster than most of the 
opposition. A fleet of them will be in full operation by the newly-formed FASTE (First all speed 
team—Europe) — in the coming season.
Cut hardwood bearers1/2in x 3/8in. x 61/2in. Glue to balsa plate measuring 1/8in. x 2in x 4 1/2in 
for engine spacing. Now glue 1/8in, medium balsa plates to each side of bearers to bring mounts 
up to 2 inches wide. Cut and notch two 1/4in. ribs plus ten 3/32 in. ribs. Remove 1/l6in.
from four centre ribs to accept 1/16 in. centre section planking. Mark heavy reference thrust lines 
on the two 1/4in, ribs for motor mount alignment. (Mounts will align with these marks when in 
place.) Lay out the wing. Ensure inboard panel is 3/4in, longer than outboard side. Align and glue 
engine mounting unit to 1/4in, centre ribs. Install controls. Glue gauze to tank then glue the tank 
in place. Cover the wing, tank and bearers with any good grade of nylon. Cut fuselage sides using 
a rib template for correct thrust alignment for tail. Install 1/8in x 2in. x 5 3/8in fuselage top and 
formers, then align and glue the tailplane in place. Glue rudder and 1/2in, balsa fillets to top of 
fuselage with 3/8in offset.
Use nylon strips at all wing, rudder, tail and motor mount junctions. Cover fuselage, rudder and 
tail with Jap tissue. Dope and fuel-proof the entire model until all the pores are sealed. Install the 
engine with at least 5 degrees right thrust. Use any good glowplug 19 and an 8 x 6 nylon prop. 
Good fuel is 12 per cent. nitromethane, 30 per cent. Castrol "M", 10 per cent. Nitro Benzine, and 
48 per cent. methanol (or mix record Methanex and Standard-50 per cent.). By all means modify 
anything, but keep:
(a) Thick, well-rounded leading edge. 
(b) 3/4 inch wing offset.
(c) Leadouts as indicated.
(d) Plenty of engine offset.
(e) Weight no more than 15 oz.
Then this aircraft will go! go ! go! Happy bunting.

Problem Solved from Dave Bishop
  
I am pleasantly surprised and extremely pleased to have my “Prop Problem” sorted out by the 
many kind readers of Sticks & Tissue and it seems that so many “real” aeromodellers design and 
make their own propellers in so many different ways which include gluing bits of old balsa block 
to sheet laminated and steamed to their individual needs for different performance requirements. 
Readers might remember that I had built my Polidi after receiving a plan from S & T editor 
James Parry and recently had a great fun day at Epsom when, after a tiny bit of trimming and help 
from Derek Foxwell, it flew exactly like my previous two had done some sixty years ago when I 
was a member of the West Sussex Model aeroplane club at Littlehampton in Sussex.  The thing 
was, included in the Kiel Kraft kit there was a sawn, roughly formed balsa wooden propeller, 
which was finished by whittling, gentle sanding and balancing on a gadget made of two fixed 
razor blades on the piano wire shaft. Even then, I experienced some slight vibration when it was 
in flight.     
So with the appearance of my short piece in the last S & T, I was delighted to receive the kindly 
written replies offering help and assistance on “how to do it”. Not only that, through the post 
from a very kind person, came a block of balsa, which was 16 inches long by 4 by 3 inches 
square. This “chunk” of balsa could certainly make more that the one propeller that started the 
request of help for my third Polidi rubber powered free flight model. 
So with this kind help, I can now make a “proper” propeller for my model and I am so very 
grateful to the many readers of S & T, who were kind enough to offer help. 
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Western Park Show. 
It was nice to see so many old friends attending the Western Park show over the weekend June 
19-20 run by the Wrekin Club under the leadership of Steve Bishop and Peter Whitehead which 
included the dapper David Wright and his attractive wife Pauline. Show attendees will remember 
when David worked as manager for dear old Jim Davies Models of Birmingham and he flew 
many aeroplanes at those shows when they were in their infancy. 
Apart from the huge (in those days) radio controlled Lancaster bomber which he stopped the 
show at so many places and events, I have since seen another branch of his hobby with his 
superbly finished, free flight rubber powered models including the Evans, Jaguar Wakefield. 
Well I want to build yet another Jaguar as I loved the model as much as my Polidi when I built 
the first of three of them, so here’s looking forward to finding a plan of that model, that is if 
anyone knows where I can lay my hands on such a plan anywhere. 
In the past for an answer to such queries, I have lifted the telephone and asked the best man at our 
wedding, David Boddington, but sadly (like Phil Smith and so many others), now resides in 
Heaven and I don’t know his landline number or his new e-mail address. 
     
And another thing. 
  
I have mentioned that my busy life includes writing a weekly column for Surrey Mirror, running 
Ballroom Tea Dances, commentating at aeroplane shows and giving lectures. Well I have asked 
(and have accepted) a request from Ken Shepard, the editor of the magazine Radio Control Model 
Flyer, that I write the piece for the last page in that read which had been done by the maestro 
“Boddo” over the years it has been in existence.  Well I feel privileged and proud to have 
accepted this honour and have submitted two pieces already. I have asked Mr Shepard if I can 
add the word “Outline” after David’s “Touchdown” title and we will see what he allows when it 
finally comes through after publication. 
There is just a tad more inasmuch as one of my 
Ballroom dancers gave me a big black bag of old bits 
and pieces from his modelling days which included a 
balsa sheet covered rubber powered model which I 
asked in last month’s S & T readers if they new it’s 
name. 
I received quite a few e-mails with answers and at the 
last recent dance, my friend gave me some more “stuff” 
which included the box that the model came in 
originally. I have attached a picture of both model and 
box so you can see how many of you got it right and 
well done you!  
  

 
(St Albans) Round Four Tomboy 3 and Senior competition by  Tony Tomlin

The fourth round of the popular Tomboy 3 and Tomboy Senior competitions took place at the St 
Albans Vintage R/C meeting on Saturday, 5th June. All thanks go to Alan Blunt and his team of 
willing club members who make this event such a success. The weather was near perfect with 
very little breeze and a temperature in the mid seventies. The ‘patch’ is billiard table smooth and 
clear of obstructions that makes flying there a pleasure.
Tomboy 3s  
All ten fliers made the required two, 4minute max flights to reach the mass launch fly off. The 
regular competitors were pleased to welcome local man Bill Roe and Brian Austin from Essex. 
As before Nick Skyrme was the willing [brave] starter. All the models got away together and 
were soon at around 7-800 ft as the engines cut, having used up their 3cc of fuel. There was a fair 
amount of lift available and Tom Airey, Chris Hague and Tony Tomlin were soon very high with 
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a gaggle of other Tomboys below them. The exceptions were Bill Roe and Brian Austin who 
were out of luck, Brian landing first at 4min 12secs followed by Bill a little over a minute later. 
Next down wasTony Overton at 6min 29secs then James Parry, Jeff Fellows and Stephen Powell 
with only 12 seconds separating them. 
Tony Tomlin and John Strutt had lost the lift and were descending, Tony stretching his glide and 
landing at 7mins 22 secs, just 4 seconds after John. The highest was now Tom Airey back on 
form after a poor start in the Tomboy3s this year. Tom landed at 10mins 19secs to leave Chris in 
second place by a margin of 25 seconds.
Results  
1/ Tom Airey 10mins 19secs,  2/Chris Hague 9mins  54secs,   3/ Tony Tomlin 7mins 22secs, 
4/John Strutt  7mins 18secs,  5/Stephen Powell 6mins 42secs,  6/ Jeff Fellows  6mins 38secs, 
7/James Parry  6mins 30secs,  8/Tony Overton  6mins 29secs,   9/Bill Roe  4mins 31secs, 
10/Brian Austin 3mins 12secs.
League positions to date [top 3]: 1/Chris Hague 34 points.  2/Jeff Fellows  31 points.
 =3/ Tony Tomlin, Tom Airey 30 points.
 
Tomboy Senior  
 There were nine fliers in the flyoff for the larger 48” Mills, 1.3cc powered Tomboy Senior class. 
Many of the Tomboy3 competitors were flying with the exception of Bill Roe, James Parry and 
Jeff Fellows. We were joined by Andrew Fellows and also had veteran flier Ken Marsh flying 
from the West Essex club. Ken’s first contest results go back to the early fifties. Nick Skyrme got 
the fliers away, all climbing slowly [some very slowly as the wind had dropped to zero with a 
few also suffering with overheating engines]. Tony Overton was first down with his fuel mixture 
too lean, stopping with the tank half full and landing a few seconds over 2minutes. Brian Austin 
and Stephen Powell were also in trouble having engine problems, Stephen pipping Brian by 11 
seconds at 3mins 36secs. Tony Tomlin, after  climbing well, was out of luck and much to his 
surprise, was soon back on terra firma, followed by Ken Marsh  a minute later, at 5mins 28secs. 
Andrew Fellows, who had suffered overheating problems all day, held on to the weak lift that 
was around at low level and was down in 4th place.  A little over a minute later John Strutt floated 
in at 6mins 45secs. This left Tom Airey and Chris Hague who had used the conditions to their 
advantage, circling close, until Tom found a small patch of lift and gained an extra 100ft, 
winning at 8mins 28secs, a minute after Chris. Congratulations  to Tom who has flown Tomboy 
Seniors consistently in 2010 winning the last four rounds.
Results
1/ Tom Airey 8mins 28secs,  2/Chris Hague 7mins 30secs,  3/John Strutt  6mins  45secs, 
4/Andrew Fellows  5mins 37secs,   5/Ken Marsh  5mins 28secs,   6/Tony Tomlin   4mins  29secs, 
7/Stephen Powell  3mins  36secs,  8/Brian Austin  3mins 27secs,  9/Tony Overton 2mins 08secs.
League Positions to date  [top 3]:  1/Tom Airey 40points.  2/Andrew Fellows 32 points
3/ Chris Hague 28 points..

For information on the Tomboy3 and Senior competitions contact: Tony Tomlin Tel: 
02086413505  email. pjt2.alt2@btinternet.com.
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   James Parry and spotty Tomboy                               John Ashby’s Charlie

                  

                 
   Tony Tomlin’s Ion Mk 21 there is a video of it flying filmed by Alan Holmes taken at St 
   Albans             http://www.vimeo.com/12395837

                  
                                             Bill Longley’s power duration fleet
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                                                                                            Ron Moulton looking happy
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The new engine from Ian Russell - "The Rustler PP 0.6 Classique" 

When the MP Jet 040 classic ceased to be made a few years ago with rumours that the tooling 
had been destroyed there was a gap in the availability of such engines.  Ian Russell decided to 
produce a small diesel to fill the vacuum.  It has taken a few years to get to production but now it 
is here.  I’ve been pestering him for one for a year or so and for £50 +P&P bought the first one 
for sale although they weren’t quite ready to be marketed.
The engine is a long stroke side port with front induction. Unusually for a front intake motor, it 
has side port timing, so will run both ways, like the MP Jet engine. PP = Push 'n Pull!. It is a bolt 
in replacement for the MP engine. 
It's an iron p/c engine. Exhaust can be ducted away with the large bore "fuel tube" supplied. Be 
aware if you set the exhaust tube pointing up, residue in the tube will run down back into the 
engine, almost leading to a hydraulic lock! Be prepared in this case to back off the comp for 
restarting. If you point the tube downwards, the gunge all runs out, giving no probs at all.  
I disassembled, shock and horror so here is a photo of the bits.
Back together again I wandered off into the garden set up workmate and test stand connected up 
filled tank and with basic settings and 7x4 grey Graupner propellor started to flick.  Gingerly 
looking for settings I managed to bend the con rod, I wasn’t going to admit to that but obviously 
have.  Never done it before but probably will again.
Posted back to Ian and collected at Old Warden. Today 29 June 2010 at 16.21 hours I tried again. 
Backed off comp screw so far it was in the clouds.  Went through usual processes and finally it 
burped.  A tiny bit more diddling and it ran.  Messed about with settings on second start having 
used up about 5 cc of fuel in tank.  Got it running well, kept tank low so as not to flood and due to 
close proximity of the needle valve to the prop adjusted with an Allen key.  I didn’t first run, 
thank goodness for elastoplast.  I didn’t have any time to run for longer than a few minutes so 
can’t say if it will fill the vacuum for such a size of engine.  Ian had his running at Old Warden 
on Sunday whereby it started every flick and with an old 8 x 4 KK Truflex club prop which 
created a lot of wind.  One thing, which was very evident, is how quiet the engine is both mine 
and Ian’s sounding like sewing machines.
Not sure if he is ready to sell generally yet but you can always email him on 
rustler@aero.fslife.co.uk    
Mine cost £50.00+P&P so guess that’ll be about what they’ll go for?
When I’ve had a chance to run a bit more and put in an airframe I’ll write a longer article, unless 
anyone else does in the meantime.
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Mine running this afternoon

Ian’s running on hand held test stand at Old Warden 
last Sunday
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From Geoff Northmore

              I noticed the Ajax electric conversion in the last S & T. here are a few photos of some of 
my efforts.
I've built 3 Orions for Glow, Diesel and electric. All were around 40" wingspan and all flew well. 
Unfortunately for the glow and diesel versions I tried to fly them with cataracts on both eyes - 
speedily flew out of sight and heard the crunch later. The electric version used a Speed 480 and 
should not have been flown on a very windy day - alas we never learn.
The Scorpion was originally powered by a Mills 1.3. On leaving for NZ I gave it away to Tim 
Hooper in my U.K. club who electrified it. The photo shows me holding it. Lastly photos of my 
twice sized Eaglet which was originally intended for glow power. I made an electric version for a 
Speed 480. It now has a brushless motor and is quite lively and performs basic aerobatics. 

         
Eaglet

                        

              

                 Diesel Orion Mk I                                                   Glow Orion Mk II
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                            Orion plus George

                                                                 Electric Scorpion                        

The following has been forwarded on by Ian Avery in Oz but may be of interest to others using  
this equipment.

Hi Guys 

I don’t know if you have come across this recall but if not you may like to publish the fact. 
Also at the last float plane day I crashed my Neptune sea plane. When I picked up the bits I 
missed part of the receiver, luckily Eric spotted it and handed it to me. 
Since that moment it is lost. It is the satellite part of a Spektrum AR6200 which plugs into the 
main Rx. 
I probably dropped it back at the pit area and maybe someone will spot it and return it if they 
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knew to whom. 
Maybe you would mention this dilemma in your next newsletter or bulletin please! 
Bob

Recall of Spektrum AR6250 receivers
June 10, 2010
Attention Spektrum AR6250 Owners 
AR6250 Product Recall

Horizon has received reports of customers losing RF link when using AR6250’s within certain 
environments. After close monitoring and testing, Horizon has detected isolated issues with 
AR6250’s used in carbon fiber applications or in products containing highly reflective material. 
In these applications, Horizon has found that RF link issues may result in loss of 
communications. 
Horizon has performed an analysis of the AR6250 receiver and is in the process of testing a 
newly designed receiver. 
All Australian consumers who have AR6250’s are strongly encouraged to discontinue use and 
return these receivers to OMP for a free upgrade receiver, which should be available in August. 
Australian Consumers please click here for details on the service request. 
You may also initiate a service request by e-mailing the OMP Product Support team. Please put 
"AR6250 Recall" in the subject line and include your shipping address and daytime phone 
number. Please email service@omp.com.au
For US and Canadian consumers, Horizon will pay for all ground shipping charges to and from 
our US service center. Customers outside the US and Canada should contact their retailer or local 
Spektrum distributor. Within Europe, please follow these links to our service centers in England 
or Germany.   Australian consumers can follow this link. 

We apologize for this inconvenience. Horizon/OMP disclaims all liability and warranties for any 
consumer failing to act upon this service advisory.
Copyright © 2010 Horizon Hobby. All rights reserved.
Mailing Address: OMP, 53 Ellemsea Circuit, Lonsdale South Australia 5160
Spektrum is used with permission from Bachmann Industries,

SAM 35 Gala Old Warden Sunday 27 June 2010

A two day event held during a heat wave.  This annual event run by SAM35 brings together FF, 
CL and RC models of vintage and post vintage or vintage sympathetic models.  Numbers I 
thought on the Sunday were down on what would have been expected a few years ago 
nevertheless enthusiasm by those attending ensured plenty of models in the sky at any one time.
I ended up only flying ion the Tomboy competition and even then with a temperature just 
reaching 30°C I had problems with engine run times of my Boddo Mills 75.  I wasn’t the only 
one though.  Does a high temperature affect the ether to the extent that warm ether evaporates 
quicker or doesn’t cool the engine, I basically don’t have a clue still ignorance is bliss.  All flight 
times were down and whilst I’d expect there to be thermals to keep the model aloft that proved 
not to be the case, flight times were very short.
Plenty of control line flying going on and of course free flight.
Whilst there were various traders there perhaps it was just me but some individuals selling 
aeromodelling related goods had what I felt was pure junk absolute rubbish.  Still one persons 
junk is another persons modelling requirement.  Better get on with the photos and await a blasting 
for my comment.
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    Mike Crisp and stall of engine parts                 De Bolt All American on display

             

              
                                                                                 Vic Smeed, on the right, judging
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                    Elfette                                                        Consul

                  

                
   

                
          Rubber powered ME262
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                              The Belair encampment

        
     Flitehook caravan and awning
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Cessna C34 by I S Cameron for .75 – 1 cc diesel engines 34” span from 
Aeromodeller March 1960

THIS CLEAN, HIGH wing cabin monoplane by Cessna has always been regarded by "old hand" 
aeromodellers as an ideal subject for a flying scale model, with its well proportioned lines and 
lack of struttery. It is therefore, very surprising that among the many plans which have appeared 
from time to time over the last 20 years none are accurate representations of the aeroplane.
This model is the result of two years research and is an accurate replica of the prototype G-AEAI 
which is shown in the photographs.
Start by building the tailplane over the plan around a card former, cut to the inside shape of the 
outline. Using 1/32in. x 1/8 in. balsa strip soaked in water, form the outline using a slow-drying 
glue. Fit 1/4 in. x  1/16in. balsa spar and ribs and when dry, sand to a thin aerofoil section with a 
flat bottom. Bind hooks of 22 gauge piano wire for the rubber band attachment to fuselage. 
Vertical tail surface is made in similar fashion.
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The wing L.E. is cut from 1/8 in. x 1/4 in. to fit the rib contours, T.E. is similarly cut from 3/16 
in. sheet balsa notched to receive each rib. Note that the root rib is from 1/8 in. sheet and is faced 
with, 1/32in. plywood which extends over the balsa L.E. and T.E. sections, covering the end 
grain. Cut the tongue from hard 1/8 in. sheet balsa to the outline shown on the plan. Assemble 
ribs onto spar, then fit the leading and tail edges and tips cut from sheet.
Slide in the tongue but do not glue yet. When this basic frame is dry, remove from plan and 
sandpaper all over. Cover L.E. top surface with 1/32 in. sheet balsa as well as the tip surface. 
Prop up the tip 1in. for the dihedral, keep the tongue horizontal and glue this item now: when dry, 
fit the two stiffening spars around the tongue and finally sand all over with fine grade abrasive 
paper. Build the opposite wing in this manner.
The basic fuselage is built over the plan, make two frames one on top of the other, joined later 
with spacers to fit the plan view. Put in gussets and tubes around the undercarriage attachment 
and join the nose with F.1. If a beam mounted engine is to be used, slots will have to be cut in F.1 
for the hardwood bearers to suit the engine. Using a radial mounted engine, screw direct to the 
ply interim former as shown on the plan.
The cabin interior is shown in the sketches and should be modelled for realism but keep the seats, 
etc., light in weight.
Fit all stringers, hooks, etc., and tailwheel. Cover with lightweight tissue and give one coat of 
clear dope. Finish all over with Cellon light metallic green with lettering and trim in dark metallic 
green. Wing registration letters are 3 1/4 in. high x 3/8 in. stroke width. Those on the fuselage are 
1 in, high x 1/8 in. stroke width. The proportions and positioning of the letters can be seen from 
the photographs.

Cocklebarrow Sunday 20 June 2010

Weather was perfect blue sky and warm, wind was fairly light.  There were getting on for 60 
flyers signed on when I looked so all in all a good turn out.  Sport flying as usual with a Tomboy 
competition running all day well up to 14.00 when the first fly off took place.  More about this 
next month.

                        
  Bill Longley with his Sandy Hogan        Old School Model Aeroplane Factory emporium
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  Ian Andrews and his magnificent Stentorian

                 

                 

                 
                                                  This is not trick photography just a Sparky enlarged 
                                                                          about 5,000 times!
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Little Auk from 
Aeromodeller 
January 1958

The plan only was in  
S&T 13 however this is a  
much better copy with all  
the other additions

OVER LAND OR WATER JOHN TRINDER'S 30-in. RUBBER-POWERED DESIGN IS A 
PRIM PERFORMER  THE LITTLE AUK is the name for an almost extinct seabird and regret-
tably rubber-powered floatplanes also fall within the almost extinct category. It is hard to explain 
why this is so, for models like this one are particularly easy to build and trim, and are a great
pleasure to fly. Being convertible to a landplane by removing floats and plugging in a normal 
wheeled u/c, it is a double purpose design and for contest work a one-bladed folding prop 
assembly is suggested. One further note before building—do pre-cement joints wherever possible 
as this at least doubles the life of any model.
Build both fuselage sides at the same time—one on top of the other. While these are setting, 
make up cabin frames P1 and P4. Separate sides and complete construction of box fuselage over 
the plan view, adding spacers. Fit 1/8 x  1/32 diagonals—these add great rigidity for little weight. 
Bind the nose with cotton and rub cement over strands, and secure the undercarriage tubing to 
appropriate spacers.
Build floats by fitting 1/16th sides on the main former, after u/c has been bound in place then add 
L.E., T.E. and sheet covering.
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Slot the wing and tail trailing edges 3/32in. deep to key the ribs. Pin down wing T.E. with 1/32 
packing under front. Cement ribs to T.E. and add leading edge and top spars. When set, remove 
from board and add underspar. Raise tapered panels 2 in. under outer rib and join to inner panels. 
Same system applies to the tailplane.
The upper and lower fins are built over plan and cemented to fuselage using appropriate holes in 
1/16 in. sheet for positioning.
Original is covered with lightweight Modelspan throughout. Watershrink and give coat of 50/50 
dope and thinners to wing and tailplane and two coats to fuselage. The floats need extra coats of 
Banana oil for waterproofing. Pin down wing and tailsurfaces with supports to ensure that they 
remain true and leave them for two or three days for the dope to harden completely.
Trimming
Little can be discovered by hand gliding, so put on 100 turns and hand launch over long grass. 
Two degrees of downthrust have been built into the model, so power stalling should not occur 
and right rudder should give the best flight pattern for this model, i.e., right turn under power and 
on the glide. Increase number of turns on motor by 35 per flight until roughly 500 are reached. 
Now, and not until now, is the time to try taking off water. The rear float will leave the water 
immediately on release and the model should unstick within a few feet. If this does not occur, 
increase the angle of attack on the front floats. If at any time any portion of the model should be 
ducked, a pin prick in one corner of the waterlogged panel will drain water out.

ALLENDALE DATES - INDOOR FLYING   7pm to 10pm

2010   All Tuesdays                                 ALLENDALE CENTRE
26th October  HANHAM RD. WIMBORNE BH21 1AS
30th November

2011 All Tuesdays
25th January       FREE CAR PARKING IN PUBLIC CAR PARK IN ALLENDALE RD
22nd February FREE FLIGHT ONLY
22nd March     INFORMAL COMPETITIONS

ALL FLYERS MUST HAVE BMFA INSURANCE
FLITEHOOK NORMALLY IN ATTENDANCE

Adult Flyers £4   Accompanied Juniors & Spectators £1.50
CONTACTS:JOHN TAYLOR TEL.No 01202 511502

ROY TILLER e-mail roy.tiller@ntlworld.com
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David Kinsella’s Column

Mike's Masterpiece
Rupert, Laurie and snappers various created wonderful intros to 
beloved Aeromodeller, gone with the wind but with us for ever. 
Cracker after cracker, the high quality was constant, the reaction 
uplifting. Having seen and heard this beautiful Spitfire (twice-size 
Earl Stahl) fly on that perfect day at Old Warden, 22 years slip 
away and I'm back there with Mike Hetherington and listening to 
how it was done. What a day to remember. 

Green Fight Given
“Thank goodness! Cecil Court remains Cecil Court.” So said 
author Graham Greene (Brighton Rock, The Third Man, The Quiet American) who visited the 
thirty shops near Leicester Square. Books of all kinds abound in the area built by the Marquess of 
Salisbury and known as Flicker Alley in the early days of the film industry. For aviation try 
Motor Books 0207 836 5376.

First Class
Operating from Victoria station and an inspiring sight when it's there, the Pullmans of the Orient 
Express - steam hauled for maximum effect - offer a trip in style to the coast or beyond. A vestige 
of the golden age of travel when there were chaps called porters and the station master wore tails 
and a topper in silk plush, each of George's Pullmans have unique interiors and several are 
named: Audrey, Phoenix, Zena, Perseus, Cygnus and so on. Some came from the 1980s Cider 
Train backed by Bullmer's, others from preserved steam lines and private owners. In all there's 
12, white lead roofs like a snake through the countryside. Before the 1923/24 Grouping a few on 
one of the southern lines were deep wine red and gold. Going a step further the Great Western 
built their own and called them Super Saloons. For extra comfort a few 12-wheelers were built 
and publishers Ian Allan maintain a restored Pullman at Shepperton. Elsewhere great pre war 
trains must include the Blue Train from the Med and the Twentieth Century Limited out of New 
York with Dreyfus space age styling. Those were the days...

Proper Racers
Red Lightning, designed almost sixty years ago 
by David Rowe, is a fine Class B just as the FAST

leaders intended, even to the open cockpit 
and pilot in goggles. Here's my two: Dick Barton 
(Rivers 3.5) and Rorke's Drift (ETA 29). Wooden 
props, of course, and spinners and wheels from 
the one and only Mr Robinson. Leading lights of 
the West Coast First All Speed Team insisted on 
proper aeroplanes and not freaks and David gave 
us a cracker to be proud of. Mike Crisp worked on 
the ETA and Alan Walker erected airframes to die 
for. Full marks all round.

West Of Horatio
Prints are fine but originals - leaping out at you via oil on canvas - are better! The big show at the 
Mall Galleries (19 to 25 July) is the show for all enthusiasts of aviation, model or full size. Five 
minutes from Lord Nelson on his mighty Column (earmarked by Hermann G) 400 and more of 
the best in the UK await your decision, several at very reasonable cost. Take a seat, have a coffee 
and enjoy the experience. If you're into screaming Rafwires and thrumming fabric, this is for you!
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Boats!
Model boat buffs should head for 
Greenwich and the yachts, paddlers, steam 
and clockwork wonders on show at the 
Maritime Museum (May to October 31). If 
at all possible don't drive there at 
weekends because of summertime crowds. 
Here good use is made of Kensington's 
pond eighty years ago. One draining 
revealed 150 hulls on the bottom! 

Very Classical RAF
Mighty star of stage and screen, the life of Richard Burton was mentioned recently in Best of 
British. His magnificent voice tells the background story to Zulu (Caine, Baker 1963) and War Of 
The Worlds (Geoff Wayne). Much inspired by epic Rorke's Drift, Stanley Baker bought a repro 
VC. Much later it was declared genuine! Richard had a superb book collection, double
banked and much signed, even two specially bound sets of the Everyman Library in red and 
green leather. Above the fireplace was a painting of Richard as Henry V before Agincourt. 
Playing Shakespeare in New York, a late arrival would see the audience outside clapping and 
cheering their star. He joined the Royal Air Force in 1943. Not surprisingly he and Under Milk 
Wood are the perfect match.  Not fond of guns, a friend worked with him on Eagles, Wilde 
Geese, Villain, etc.  That library really wowed me.

Another Champ
C B Fry (S&T No 40) may have come as a surprise to younger flyers, but others born Victorians 
more than did their bit. At Taplow Court on the Thames lived Lord Desborough. One of the 
nations great oarsmen, he set records in-racing shells across the Channel. A powerful swimmer 
too, he tackled Niagara Falls and soon after jumped back in and did it again! With glamorous 
wife Ettie a Brideshead scene was established which attracted six prime ministers, Kipling, 
Wilde, Chesterton and Wells. Desborough lost two sons in the 1914-18 war and his last in a car 
accident. A little book (in one of my boxes!) was published on his life and in 2008 the story of 
Ettie. The great rooms and spires of Taplow survived thanks to commercial ventures by Plessey 
and others. Of Desborough the Duke of Sutherland said: "absolutely the finest man I know."

Beano
Launched in 1938 much loved Beano kept going 
during the war in spite of a dire shortage of paper. For 
many years Jimmy Watson was a hero of the pages 
and staggered us with his adventures. Created in 1944 
and first drawn by Dudley Watkins, Jimmy gained 
magical ability when he saved the cat of a gypsy 
from, the jaws of a furious dog. Trousers torn, a patch 
of strange material with magical powers was pressed 
into service. As Jimmy With His Magic Patch he 
visited Drake, Nelson, Caesar and many more and 
tackled pirates and found their treasure. A mere 
thought and he was there. Great fun. Dudley also 
drew Desperate Dan, Lord Snooty and Biffo the Bear. 

No Cameras Then 
Gone like the street corner Guy in November the soapbox cart was a wonderful bit of kit. Lofty 
pram wheels with ball bearings guaranteed bus-passing powers on steep hills (brakes? what 
brakes?) and a sensational pile-up was on the cards unless you rolled off before impact (standard 
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stuff). But when it all went well we were like messengers to Cyrus, flying along the highways of 
ancient Persia. Sometimes hidden from parents and masters, one or two carts sported battering 
rams! With these things went cracking tree houses, rafts, home-made boats, powerful fire works 
and big bonfires. Bows and arrows of course, catapults too, and most had.22 or.303 rounds in 
their pockets, long before PC, H&S and armies of twerps in soppy hats! Oops, nearly forgot the 
Diana air guns, dens in the woods, hitching and camping and metal roller skates, conkers of 
importance too. Set over a slope, our swing put us 20ft into the air at one end. 

Princely Biplane
Elegance from the pre-war period, the DH89 Dragon Rapide did wonderful work around the 
world and is perfect as a scale project. Prince Edward (Edward VIII) flew one in Guards red and 
blue, and the Maharajah of Kashmir's was fitted out with leather armchairs, cocktail cabinet and a 
luncheon cabinet and dining area. Plans for a detailed flying model are available. A set from 
Flying Scale Models costing £28 (Ref 234) gives a 5ft job for electric power.

Frisky Footplate
Several years ago the Great Western authority Kenneth Leach told me that riding a footplate in 
the days of steam was an aquired taste!  With a number of books and papers to his credit, he 
pointed out that flinging coal into the firebox as you bounced around at 100mph - before the days 
of welded rail, remember - took muscle and balance, and then there was the winding down and up 
of the water scoop. At Kew Pumping Station I heard from a chap who'd wangled a footplate ride 
on an A4 going north (against the rules but, it went on). The driver and fireman used to the 
engine's antics, the tyro passenger was soon sick and then frightened out of his wits when the big 
express charged into a tunnel (not warned to put his hands over his ears). At the first stop, 
possibly Peterborough, he was just able to climb down to the platform. Once was enough.

Gresley's A4 North
Steam buffs inspired by the above should search out a film on The Elizabethan, a British 
Railways express from Kings Cross to Edinburgh in the final years of steam traction. I went on it 
for the Edinburgh Festival, walked along to see the green A4 simmering at the head of the train - 
but failed to note which one it was! On advice I've narrowed it down to one of four or five but I'll 
never know for certain. Record holder Mallard, most famous of the five survivors, which includes 
one A4 in Canada, may be seen at the NRM York. A while ago two with furious intent forced a 
Gauge One Aster A4 to £16,000 in the auction room.

Choice Reduced
The vanishing variety of the high street - shops selling models and 
toys, tools and car spares, sweets, shoes and suits much depleted 
(6model shops in the Wimbledon area lost) - continues with the drip 
drip demise of outlets selling books, records, postal and banking 
services (500 bank branches shut in 2009). Not always so, cowboy 
Tex Ritter and his horse toured the record shops promoting his song 
from High Noon while in London lassoo toting Gene Autry and 
Champion wowed them at The Savoy.  

Yo Big Boy!
Terry McDonald mentioned the Big Boy in a letter ranging over our 
several interests. Rolling into downtown Fort Worth a while ago I was offered a desert trip with 
guns or a day in Dallas, the latter the one for me. In the park was a vast Union Pacific Big Boy 
heavy freight loco, the engine
sans tender running on 24 wheels and twice the length of anything we had. Also there was the old 
Waterloo station clack-clack route system installed in a restaurant nearby. Later, heading west for 
Salt Lake City, I saw a UP Big Boy in Denver's stockyard, again having escaped the post-steam 
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cutter's torch. The low speed stroll of the super freights allowed tramps to travel the country 
before retiring to write their best sellers.

Show Trains
Here Eric Bottomley gives us a GWR Castle at speed in Reading, not far from Sonning Cutting 
where many steam railway photographs were taken. To the left is the white, blue and gold of the 
Fry's Chocolates Show Train, a touring exhibition from the factory near Bristol (finally taken 
over by Cadbury's). Record producers HMV followed 
the idea, their show train filled with wireless cabinets, 
gramophones, brittle 78s and the sounds of the dance 
band era. Using ply-skinned heavyweight GWR stock, 
the HMV set - in salmon pink, chrome and white, their 
famous dog pictured along the sides - was unveiled at 
Paddington and toured the country to great success. At 
the time famous for its biscuit factories, its prison and 
Woodley aerodrome, Lawrence of Arabia lost a Seven 
Pillars of Wisdom draft in the station. In the Fry's Train 
were various gifts, even a folding ruler of wood with 
brass hinges worth £100 today.

Hover Bother      
I think it's in Where Eagles Dare (mentioned above) that a helicopter makes a brief appearance, 
and questions are often asked. Military aircraft allowed from 1935, gyrocopters were used as well 
as man-carrying kites towed by ships and submarines, but only a few helicopters were operated 
by Germany in World War Two. Airships had done the hovering work before, but their time had 
passed.

Weekend Trip     
Two hours north of Lake Constance and its Airship Museum, Stuttgart offers vine-covered hills, a 
fantastic wine festival in September and the Porsche and 
Daimler-Benz collections, both world class and 
memorable. Motor Sport said the flat-I2 917, pictured, 
was the greatest sports car ever for top flight racing at 
220mph or so (that's 19,360ft a minute). Long retired and 
rare in the auction room, tales and legends abound: a co-
driver did one lap and said it was too much for him, 
another crashed at the first corner! For some reason I've 
only managed winter visits - when it is terribly cold! 
Munich (BMW etc) is close to the east, so why not 
combine the two - plus
the airships, of course. Munich's riverside Deutsche Museum is magnificent.

Duck.
Jack Humphreys again remembered, in 1984 daughter Dianne's model aeroplane astonished the 
faithful at Old Warden. A good 12ft or more, her Boehle Giant cast long shadows as it climbed 
away, then yells of alarm as it came in to land in the car park! A scorcher that weekend in 
August, heroes from afar included Danny Sheelds from the US (his business card says 'I have 
done much and can advise on everything').  The Flight Line thick with Kanga Kub, Premier Lion, 
Vulcan, Champion and many more, Jim Shelley gave us a Mable's Dream hauled by an OK Twin. 
Northern Heights and famous names featured in conversations around the grass airfield - Bunny 
Ross, Eddie Keil, Silvio Lanfranchie (son Tony drove for BRM), Rupert Moore - and all in all it 
was a very vintage Vintage clearly remembered.
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Champions
Another cracker from the spring of all goodness gives us Don 
Haworth and Dick Place with their magnificent Super Nova. 
World Champions in a stiff entry of fifty (!), their high aspect 
ratio model spread a full 45 ins , its dihedral tail 18ins. Apart 
from a Cox-type carb, the MkII ETA 15 was stock, mounted on 
steel-faced wood bearers and gave 96mph for 55 laps. Of the first 
20 TRs, 5 employed Ollies and 6 ETA 15s. Because, of the 
engine situation at that time (1964) both American entries flew 
Ken Bedford's beautiful belters from Watford. That a result!

King Whistle
Acme have been in the whistle business since 1870. Used throughout the rail system, the 
Thunderer sounds on football pitches from north to south, and is carried on preserved steam lines. 
It was heard aboard Titanic, on the Western Front and elsewhere in the Empire. This fine 
Brummie firm also make loco whistles, bird calls and undertakes special commissions. Toot toot. 
Bought at Didcot, my Thunderer carries a history of the business.

Bedford Way
Harry's shop in Gordon Street a regular watering hole, I had several chums who lived and worked 
in the Luton area. A hive of industry then, there was also Luton DMAC where 76in King Falcons 
were flown by Peter Sharp and others. There was also the George Kent Engineering Society 
where locos and traction engines were modelled. Others built from the famous Hobbies range. 
Dunstable Downs was a good flying area. Fondly remembered.

RPMAC
All is well in South West London, Raynes Park meetings going well and well attended. A new 
and tidy Tomboy was examined and Tony Tomlin told me that helming problems had been 
experienced with the push/pull Ion (S&T No 39) although it otherwise flew very well. Tony, of 
course, puts in valued work on the Radio Assist scene, Pam Tomlin manning the control tent. 
One of the UK's great clubs devoted to aeromodelling (not that boats and model railways are 
excluded) it benefits from solid support from Gerry Barry, Reg, Tom, Geoff, John, James, 
Malcolm, anchor man Mike, scribes numerous via S&T and control line stars in the Bristol and 
Liverpool area. Blue skies and tight lines await!

Brinkmanship
The boss of Hargood's Motor Auctions, Stockport, swept us home in his spacious Mk X, West 
Didebury not far off. The sole topic of conversation was existence itself, for that evening 
freighters carrying nuclear rockets were heading for Cuba! 007 Bond stuff for real. While in the 
Admiralty (No10 being refurbished) Macmillan, below a picture of Lord Nelson, was on the 
blower to Kennedy. Commander Pike had the V-Force bombed up and ready for Operation 
Visitation, as were helicopters to snatch the Cabinet from Horse Guards and whisk them to the 
bunker in Corsham, Wiltshire (known as Burlington). Knife edge stuff for sure, on 24 October 
1962 the ships were turned round and a gasp of relief was audible in the great room overlooking 
the square where Trooping the Colour takes place. Super Mac, joking with Jack, pointed out that 
the UK had been in range for years and was used to it! 
With communications not the best, a transistor radio was borrowed to follow the markets on our 
exit from the ERM:(No 10 again out of use).

In The Pink
Snapped at the US Nats in 2006, here we have Bill Wisniewski with one of his famous Pink Lady 
series which dates back to the early 1960s. In 1964, for example, Bill took first in Speed at the 
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World Control line Championships. Flying a K&B 15 Pink Lady, the master set 141mph to head 
an entry of 44. Of hickory, cedar, pine, plywood and aluminium, 
the model had a balsa cowling and tailplane with an elevator on 
the port side only. Rear induction caused a small scoop just 
above the alloy pan, but there was no slot for air cooling and 
only the K&B's head was open to the elements. Highly polished 
and a treat to the eye, this winning Pink lady spanned 23.6ins.
A leading light in engine design and construction, Bill was also 
responsible for the high revving and very effective prop. Is there 
a link with the TWA motor? 

NZ’s Best
And here we have the very rare Westland I5 and 29 motors, the latter able to blast a B VTR to 
130mph and more and made in penny numbers in far away New Zealand. Inspired by the K&B 
Torpedo when just 15, later drawing from a thick mix of McCoy, Carter Nipper, ETA, Super 
Tigre bits with a Rossi topping, Harvey Westland 
launched soon after 1970 with sandcast and barstock 
specials, at the time facing the problem of less than 
great props.  But pressing on., Harvey astonished with 
his RIRE 29 which cracked 150mph in 1973 (first ever 
in NZ, the 10cc record was 147 in NZ). With input 
from Gordon Burford and speed flyer Andy Kerr, not 
forgetting OPS pipes, the Westland 29 was topping 190 
in 1976. Returning to engines after a rest, the Westland 
40 marked the pinnnacle of Harvey's industry by which time his super 29s were exceeding 
200mph. Here we have 15 and 29,Westlands.

Big Lift
Flying a repro Greek war galley up the Thames to Henley didn't happen, fears expressed that a 
helicopter at each end was a recipe for disaster. But forward a few years and we find that 
Switzerland's 90ft catamaran, defender in the America's Cup, was hoisted over the Alps (highest 
point 15,771ft) and carried to Genoa for sea trials. Waist-deep quantities of cash, court actions, 
thoughts of-gold keels, rants, hull-twisting sail areas and some great racing normalize with ease 
the airlift to Italy.

For The Record
I mentioned Stanley Schofield in January when I referred to the V16 BRM. With the heavy 
equipment of the day, a problem in itself, Stanley toured the tracks and captured the varied 
sounds of the time. One of the best on offer from his London office covered the visit by Daimler-
Benz to Oulton Park in the I950s. Peter Collins, Tony Brooks and author Lawrence Pomeroy are 
heard discussing the W125, pictured, which could 
be heard all over the course. (I saw one at another 
time and it's true). Good for 200mph, seen with all 
wheels off the ground, cotton overalls and no 
safety belts was how it was 75 years ago. 
Pomeroy's magnum -opus on these cars is the one 
to have, but best go armed with a few hundred 
quid. Pull-out drawings and fine pictures.
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Don's Game
Folks who know say Bradman was twice as good as the next best, and 
in those days it was baggy green caps, pads and that was it. Cricketing 
memorabilia is keenly sought, but still within reach are signed books, 
pictures and cigarette card albums from Player's. The Don's bat used 
to hit 140 for Australia against Yorkshire in 1934 is pictured here. C B 
Fry was another superstar as pictured in March. Enthusiasts of the 
great game will know at least some of Newbolt's Vitai Lampada (play 
up, play up, and play the game).    

Steamboat Remembered
Coming up from Miami, through Tampa and round to Tallassee and Mobile for New Orleans and 
the Mardi Gras lets you see the older buildings and the French influence, founders of the jazz 
capital three hundred years ago. Stop off in Bourbon Street for crawfish pie and gumbo and 
somewhere someone will be tooting a trumpet or strumming on a banjo. Stars & Bars
on cards, flags and much else, old boys in the shade with their tall juleps might well be discussing 
the war that happened in the 1860s. The mighty Mississippi exhausts into the Gulf and if you 
know where to look an old Steamboat Bill-type paddler can still be found. Come storms, floods 
and oil, Old Man River and its people keep on rolling along. Good luck, boys. We of a certain 
age still remember Donegan's Rock Island Line.

Frog
Published a while ago, Frog Model Aircraft 1932-1976 (New Cavendish, 272 pages) with 910 
pictures will answer all your questions, boats and cars and military items included. Made by a 
division of Lines Bros (Triang, Minic, etc) Richard Lines and Leif Helistrom deliver the goods 
from a mine of information only they have. Frog engines are not neglected.

THE END
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